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Abstract
We study the class of those finitely presented groups which are “properly 3-realizable”, i.e., those
groups G for which there exists a compact 2-polyhedron having G as fundamental group and whose
universal cover is proper homotopy equivalent to a 3-manifold (with boundary). We show that certain
amalgamated free product of groups G1 ∗F G2 (HNN-extensions G∗F ), over a cyclic group F , are
properly 3-realizable. As a consequence, we note that there are properly 3-realizable groups which
cannot be realized by a fake surface without points of type III. The question of whether or not every
finitely presented group is properly 3-realizable still remains open.
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1. Introduction
In [2] it is shown that the proper homotopy type of any d-dimensional locally finite
CW-complex P can be represented by a closed subpolyhedron Q in R2d ; moreover, if
P is properly k-connected (i.e., P has the proper homotopy type of a CW-complex Y
with Y k = T an end-faithful tree) then the polyhedron Q can be taken in R2d−k (com-
pare [13,3]). Thus, any finitely presented group G is the fundamental group of a compact
2-polyhedron K whose universal cover P = K˜ has the proper homotopy type of an n-
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subpolyhedron Q in R4 ⊆ Rn, and we will refer to this property simply by saying that
G is properly n-realizable for each n  4. The question of whether or not every finitely
presented group G is properly 3-realizable remains open, i.e., does there exist a compact
2-polyhedron K with π1(K) ∼= G and whose universal cover K˜ has the proper homo-
topy type of a 3-manifold (with boundary)? Observe that if the universal cover K˜ is
properly 1-connected then π1(K) ∼= G is indeed properly 3-realizable. In case of a pos-
itive answer, this property would allow us to use duality arguments in the study of certain
low-dimensional ((co)homological) proper invariants of the group G, such as the second
cohomology group H 2(G;ZG) (see [10]). See also [4,5] for a topological interpretation
of H ∗(G;ZG).
For the study of this property it is convenient to restrict ourselves to a particular class of
2-polyhedra introduced in [8], namely the class of (closed) fake surfaces, i.e., those locally
compact 2-polyhedra in which each point has a neighborhood of one of the types in Fig. 1.
It is worth noting that every compact 2-polyhedron is (simple) homotopy equivalent to
a fake surface [15], and hence every finitely presented group appears as the fundamental
group of a compact fake surface. Of course, one can check that all 3-manifold groups are
properly 3-realizable, since every compact 3-manifold M (with boundary) collapses to a
2-polyhedron K (which can be taken to be a fake surface), whose universal cover K˜ is then
proper homotopy equivalent to M˜ .
We denote by P the class of those compact fake surfaces with no points of type III.
In [10] it was shown that if G belongs to the class C of those finitely presented groups
which are the fundamental group of a fake surface as in P , then G is properly 3-realizable.
See also [11] for an extension of this result in case each component of the subgraph ΓX
of all triple edges of a fake surface X contains at most one point of type III, and each
of the subgroups of π1(X) generated by the loops γ0, γ1 ⊂ ΓX at such a point is of the
form 〈γ0〉 ∗ 〈γ1〉 or 〈γ0〉⊕ 〈γ1〉, together with an extra condition whenever γi represents an
element of (finite) odd order.
In this paper, we learn more about the class C (see Section 2) and continue the work
in [10,11], dealing with certain amalgamated free products and HNN-extensions of groups
as in C. Recall that if G0, G1 and F are groups and ϕi :F → Gi (i = 0,1) are monomor-
phisms one writes G0 ∗F G1 for the group 〈G0,G1; ϕ0(a) = ϕ1(a), a ∈ F 〉, which is an
amalgamated free product of G0 and G1 along the “common” subgroup F . For F = {1},
we obtain the free product G0 ∗ G1. On the other hand, if G and F are groups and
ψ0,ψ1 :F → G are monomorphisms one writes G∗F for the group 〈G, t; t−1ψ0(a)t =
ψ1(a), a ∈ F 〉, which is an HNN-extension of G [7]. In Proposition 2.13 it is observed
Fig. 1.
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The main result of this paper is:
Definition 1.1. We say that a subcomplex J ⊂ X ∈ P is “nice” if every component C
of ΓX intersecting J has a trivial T -bundle N over it in X, and J meets no more than
two components of N − C. A p.l. embedding f :S1 → X is nice if f (S1) ⊂ X is a nice
subcomplex. Moreover, two p.l. embeddings f , g :S1 →X form a nice pair of embeddings
if the union f (S1)∪ g(S1) ⊂ X is a nice subcomplex.
Theorem 1.2. Let G,G0,G1 ∈ C and F be a cyclic group together with monomorphisms
ϕi :F → Gi , ψi :F → G, i = 0,1.
(a) If F is finite, then the corresponding amalgamated free product G0 ∗F G1 (HNN-
extension G∗F ) is always properly 3-realizable.
(b) If F is infinite and the monomorphisms ϕi can be realized by nice p. l. embeddings
fi :S
1 → Xi into fake surfaces X0,X1 ∈P , then the corresponding amalgamated free
product G0 ∗F G1 is properly 3-realizable.
(c) If F is infinite and the monomorphisms ψi can be realized by a nice pair of disjoint
p.l. embeddings f0, fi :S1 → X into a fake surface X ∈ P , then the corresponding
HNN-extension G∗F is properly 3-realizable.
In Remark 3.2 we see that Theorem 1.2 provides us with properly 3-realizable (non-3-
manifold) groups which are not in C.
2. Fake surfaces
Let us recall some definitions and results from [9].
Definition 2.1. Let X be a 2-dimensional locally finite simplicial complex, and assume the
link lk(v,X) is planar, for every vertex v of X. Let (v,w) be a 1-simplex of X. Given an
embedding φv : lk(v,X)→ R2, we denote by θφv (w) the cyclic ordering determined by φv
on lk((v,w),X) as we go around φv(w) following the orientation in R2. Note that if the
cardinality | lk((v,w),X)| is  2, then there is only one cyclic ordering θφv (w).
We denote by ΓX ⊂ X the graph consisting of all the 1-simplexes of X which are of
order > 2 (i.e., those which are the face of at least three 2-simplexes of X). Consider the
cochain complex of ΓX over Z2
0 → C0(ΓX;Z2) δ→ C1(ΓX;Z2)→ 0.
Given a family Φ = {φv : lk(v,X) → R2, v ∈ X0} of embeddings, we can associate to it a
cochain (cocycle) ωΦ =∑σ⊂ΓX ωΦ(σ) ·σ ∈ C1(ΓX;Z2) where ωΦ(σ) = 0 if θφo(σ) (t (σ ))
and θφt(σ) (o(σ )) are opposite, and ωΦ(σ) = 1 otherwise. Here, o(σ ) and t (σ ) are the ver-
tices of σ . By extension, we define ωΦ(σ)= 0 for every 1-simplex σ of order  2.
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structure containing, as a subcomplex, a copy of a subdivision of X onto which Y collapses.
The following theorem is proved in [9] (see also [12]).
Theorem 2.2. Let X be a 2-dimensional connected locally finite simplicial complex. Then,
X thickens to an orientable 3-manifold if and only if :
(i) lk(v,X) is planar for every vertex v of X, and
(ii) there exists a family of embeddings Φ = {φv : lk(v,X) → R2, v ∈ X0} so that the
associated cochain ωΦ is trivial.
Next, we recall the concept of a “fake surface” as well as some basic definitions and
results.
Definition 2.3. A 2-dimensional locally compact polyhedron X is called a (closed) fake
surface if each point in X has a neighborhood of one of the p.l. types in Fig. 1.
In particular, lk(x,X) is planar for every point x of X.
Proposition 2.4 [15, Theorem 1]. Every compact connected 2-polyhedron is (simple) ho-
motopy equivalent to a compact fake surface.
Given a fake surface X and a triangulation K of X, we denote by ΓX ⊂ X the 1-dimen-
sional subpolyhedron determined by the subgraph of K consisting of all the 1-simplexes of
order 3, i.e., those which are the face of three 2-simplexes. Observe that ΓX is independent
of the triangulation K of X, and it consists of all those points of X of types II or III. We
also have that every point of type III is a vertex of the triangulation.
Remark 2.5. In the case of a fake surface X, Theorem 2.2 leads to a well defined obstruc-
tion ξX = [ωΦ ] ∈ H 1(ΓX;Z2) to thickening X to an orientable 3-manifold (see [9,12]).
More geometrically, a fake surface thickens to an orientable 3-manifold if and only if it
does not contain a union of a Möbius band with an annulus (with one of its boundary
components attached to the middle circle of the Möbius band), see [12, Corollary 1.2].
Definition 2.6. A T ∗-bundle is a bundle whose fiber T ∗ consists of a collection of segments
sharing a vertex. A T ∗-bundle over a circle is obtained from T ∗ ×I by identifying T ∗ ×{0}
with T ∗ × {1} via a homeomorphism of T ∗. In the case T ∗ consists of three segments, we
also write T = T ∗.
Proposition 2.7 [8, Lemma 5]. By numbering the three segments of T , the homeomor-
phisms of T are classified (up to isotopy) by the elements of the symmetric group S3.
Thus, three types of T -bundles over a circle occur, induced by the identity permutation,
the 3-cycle (231), and the 2-cycle (23), which we will denote by types (i), (ii) and (iii)
respectively.
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ΓX and N be a regular neighborhood of C in X. Then, there is embedded in N a T -bundle
over C whose type is uniquely determined by C.
Remark 2.9. If X has no points of type III, then a T -bundle embedded in the regular
neighborhood N is itself a regular neighborhood of C in X. Thus, since a regular neigh-
borhood is a mapping cylinder [1], a T -bundle over a circle C is homeomorphic to one of
the following
(a) The mapping cylinder of a map f :Si ∪ S2 ∪ S3 → C with Si = S1 and f |Si of degree
±1, if the T -bundle is of type (i).
(b) The mapping cylinder of a map f :S1 → C of degree ±3, if the T -bundle is of type (ii).
(c) The mapping cylinder of a map f :S1 ∪ S2 → C with Si = S1, f |S1 of degree ±1 and
f |S2 of degree ±2, if the T -bundle is of type (iii).
Definition 2.10. Let X be a fake surface and N(ΓX) be a regular neighborhood of ΓX in
X. The connected components of X − N(ΓX) are called 2-components of X. Note that
each 2-component is an open surface.
Although [8, Lemmas 12 and 13] are for compact fake surfaces, their proof also shows
the following:
Lemma 2.11. Let X be a 1-acyclic fake surface, and let M be a component of cl(X −
N(ΓX)). Let M̂ be the surface ( possibly with boundary) obtained from M by gluing a
disk along the boundary of each compact component of ∂M . Then M̂ − ∂M̂ is either
S2(∂M̂ = ∅) or R2.
Lemma 2.12. Let X be a 1-acyclic fake surface, and let M be a component of cl(X −
N(ΓX)). Then, no component of cl(X −M) contains two distinct components of ∂M .
Let us return to the class C defined in the introductory section, i.e., the class of those
finitely presented groups which are the fundamental group of a compact fake surface X ∈P
with no points of type III. We have
Proposition 2.13. The class C satisfies the following properties:
(a) If G ∈ C and H G with [G : H ]< ∞, then H ∈ C.
(b) No group in C contains non-trivial perfect subgroups of finite index.
(c) C contains groups which are not 3-manifold groups.
(d) If G,H ∈ C, then G ∗H ∈ C.
(e) In general, C is not closed under amalgamated free products.
Proof. For (a), consider a fake surface X ∈ P with π1(X) ∼= G, and let Y be the cov-
ering space of X corresponding to the subgroup H  G. It is clear that Y ∈ P with
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sition 1.1]. For (c), consider the standard 2-complex X ∈ P associated to the group
presentation 〈a, b; ab−1a−1b2〉 (see [10, Remark 2.11]). To see (d), let X,Y ∈ P with
π1(X) ∼= G and π1(Y ) ∼= H , and choose small closed disks D ⊂ X − ΓX , D′ ⊂ Y − ΓY .
We construct a new fake surface Z with π1(Z) ∼= G ∗ H by gluing X and Y along the
disks D and D′ via the identity map. It is clear that Z ∈ P , since ΓZ = ΓX unionsq ΓY unionsq S1
(disjoint union). In particular, all finitely generated free groups of rank  0 are in C,
since S2 ∈ P and the standard 2-dimensional CW-complex associated to the presentation
〈a, b;aba−1b−1, a〉 of the group of integers is also in P . Finally, Higman [6] showed
that the group H = 〈a, b, c, d;a−2b−1ab, b−2c−1bc, c−2d−1cd, d−2a−1da〉 can be con-
structed as a multiple amalgamated free product of the form (G∗Z G)∗Z∗Z (G∗Z G) where
G ∈ C is the Baumslag–Solitar group 〈a, b;ab−1a−1b2) considered in (c). H /∈ C, since H
is perfect, and hence (e) follows. See Remark 3.2 for another example. 
Theorem 2.14 [10, Theorem 1.2]. All groups in C are properly 3-realizable.
Next, we want to take a closer look to those groups in C finding a generic presentation
for them.
Let Yg,k (g  0, k  1) be a compact connected orientable surface of genus g
(S2 #T 2 #
(g)· · · #T 2) with k (open) disks removed, and Zg,k (g  1, k  1) be a compact
connected non-orientable surface of genus g (RP 2 #
(g)· · · # RP 2) with k (open) disks re-
moved.
Let Fm (m  0) denote the free group on m generators (by convention F0 = {1}). Let
x ∈ Yg,k (or Zg,k), and S1, . . . , Sk ⊂ Yg,k (or Zg,k) be the boundary components, xi ∈ Si ,
and γi be a path from x to xi , 1 i  k. Choose isomorphisms:














, 1 i  k.
Notice that if g = 0 and k = 1, then α1 = 1; otherwise, αi = 1. On the other hand, βi = 1
for g  1, k  1.
Let X ∈ P be a connected fake surface, and assume X is not a surface. Then, for every
2-component F of X, cl(F ) is homeomorphic to either Yg,k or Zg,k for some g  0, k  1.
Note that X can be obtained as a quotient space from
⊔{cl(F ), F = 2-component} unionsq ΓX
by gluing the boundary components of each cl(F ) to the corresponding component of ΓX
via a map S1 → S1 of degree ±1,±2,±3.
We construct the following graph L associated with X: L has a vertex vF for each
2-component F of X, and a vertex wC for each component C of ΓX . Whenever a boundary
component of cl(F ) gets identified with a component C ⊂ ΓX in X, we have an edge e in
L joining vF and wC . This completes the description of L. We orient this graph so that the
initial vertex of every edge is of the form vF , for some 2-component F .
Next, we assign a group to each simplex of L:
• G(e) = 〈θ〉 ∼= Z, e ⊂ L an edge,
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• G(vF ) = F2g+k−1 or Fg+k−1
(depending on whether cl(F ) is homeomorphic to Yg,k or Zg,k) and morphisms:
• G(e) → G(wC), θ → εnC ,• G(e) → G(vF ), θ → αi (or βi ),
where e = (vF ,wC), cl(F ) ∼= Yg,k (or Zg,k), and Si ⊂ cl(F ) is to be identified with C ⊂ ΓX
via a map of degree n (n = ±1,±2,±3).
Proposition 2.15. Let T ⊂ L be a maximal tree. Then, the fundamental group of X admits
a presentation of the following type:
Generators:
(i) G(u), for every vertex u ∈ L,
(ii) te, for every edge e ⊂ L.
Relations:
(i) te = 1, for every edge e ⊂ T ,
(ii) αi.te = te.εnC (or βi.te = te.εnC ),
where e = (vF ,wC), cl(F ) ∼= Yg,k (or Zg,k), g  0, k  1, and Si ⊂ cl(F ) is to be identified
with C ⊂ ΓX via a map of degree n (n = ±1,±2,±2).
Proof. Observe that if no 2-component of X is an open disk, then the graph L together with
the given data (vertex groups, edge groups and morphisms) constitute a graph of groups
(G,L) (since αi,βi = 1 if (g, k) = (0,1)), and the fundamental group of X is isomorphic
to the fundamental group of the graph of groups (G,L) based at T which, by definition,
has the presentation given in the statement of this proposition (see [14,4]).
Suppose now that one of the 2-components F ⊂ X is an open disk. Let S1 ⊂ cl(F ) be
its boundary, and C be the component of ΓX that S1 is to be identified with (via a map of
degree n). Then, we should add a relation εnC = 1 to the above presentation, which can be
written as α1.te = te.εnC , e = (vF ,wC), since cl(F ) ∼= Y0,1 and α1 = 1. This relation fits
into the set of relations (ii). 
In view of this generic presentation, we have:
Proposition 2.16. The only torsion-free groups G ∈ C with Gab ∼= Z are Z and the
Baumslag–Solitar group 〈a, b;ab−1a−1b2〉.
Proof. Let X ∈ P be a (compact) fake surface with π1(X) ∼= G (and hence H1(X) ∼= Z).
It is clear that X is not a surface. Also, observe that all the generators of π1(X) of the form
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at most one cycle. We follow four steps:
Step 1. No 2-component F of X has its closure of the form Yg,k (g  1), since otherwise
one can check that all the generators of the corresponding tori would survive in H1(X)
giving us a group of rank 2.
Step 2. No 2-component F of X has its closure of the form Zg,k . For if g > 1, the
generators of the corresponding projective planes would survive in H1(X) giving us a
group of rank > 1. On the other hand, if cl(F ) = Z1,k we denote by θ the generator of
the corresponding projective plane, which survives in H1(X). Note that there must be no
cycles in the graph L, since otherwise some generator of π1(X) of the form te would
produce another (independent) generator of H1(X). Therefore, L is a tree and each of the
boundary components S1, . . . , Sk of cl(F ) disconnects X. Also, observe that no other 2-
component of X is the form Z1,k (i.e., they all are 2-spheres with holes), since otherwise
they would produce new generators for H1(X), namely the generators of the corresponding
projective planes. Therefore, since H1(X) ∼= Z, one can check that, for each 1 i  k, the
component of X − Si not containing F must be homotopy equivalent to a polyhedron
obtained from a finite collection of 2-spheres (arranged in a row) with one or two holes
each, and attached one to the next along a boundary component via a map of degree ±1
or ±2, and this polyhedron having finite fundamental group. Hence, each of the Sis yields
the trivial element in π1(X), for this group is torsion-free. Thus, the group G also appears
as the fundamental group of the projective plane obtained from cl(F ) by attaching a disk
along each of the Sis, which is a contradiction. Hence, all 2-components of X are 2-spheres
with holes.
Step 3. The graph L contains exactly one cycle γ . For this, suppose L was a tree, and
choose a 2-component F of X. Then, as in the previous step, one can check that each of
the boundary components of cl(F ) yields the trivial element in π1(X) whence G = {1},
which is a contradiction.
Step 4. We take a simple closed curve S ⊂ X realizing the cycle γ ⊂ L and whose inter-
section with each component of the graph of triple edges ΓX ⊂ X consists of at most one
point. Let Y ⊂ X be the subpolyhedron consisting of (the closure of) those 2-components
F of X with F ∩ S = ∅. Arguing as in step 2, we get that every boundary component Si
of the closure of each 2-component F ⊂ Y with Si ∩ S = ∅ yields the trivial element in
π1(X), whence G appears as the fundamental group of the fake surface Z obtained from
Y by attaching a disk along each Si ⊂ F ⊂ Y as above. Thus, Z can be obtained from a
finite collection of 2-spheres (distributed along the curve S) with one or two holes each,
and attached one to the next along a boundary component via a map of degree ±1 or ±2.
Finally, since S generates H1(X) ∼= H1(Z) and no component of ΓZ ⊂ Z is homologous to
a multiple of S in Z, it is then an exercise to check that the only possibilities for π1(Z) (so
that H1(Z) ∼= Z) are Z (generated by S) or the group with presentation 〈a, b;ab−1a−1b2〉
(the generator a being represented by S), as desired. 
Remark 2.17. Suppose now G ∈ C is torsion-free with Gab ∼= Z ⊕ Z and G Z ⊕ Z, and
let X ∈ P with π1(X) ∼= G. We give a hint of what the group G may look like using the
above presentation for π1(X). First of all, arguing as in Proposition 2.16, it is easy to check
that no 2-component F of X has its closure of the form Yg,k (g > 1). On the other hand,
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have the homotopy type of the torus obtained from cl(F ) by attaching a disk along each
boundary component, whence G ∼= Z ⊕ Z which is a contradiction. Similarly, we rule out
the possibility that cl(F ) = Zg,k , g > 1, since H1(X) ∼= Z ⊕ Z. Next, assume that cl(F ) =
Z1,k for some 2-component F of X, and observe that the generator of the corresponding
projective plane survives in H1(X). Then, either there is another 2-component F ′ with
cl(F ′) = Z1,k and the graph L has no cycles or any other 2-component of X is a 2-sphere
with holes and L contains exactly one cycle (realized by a simple closed curve S ⊂ X
as in Proposition 2.16). Therefore, arguing as in Proposition 2.16, the homotopy type of
X is represented either by a fake surface obtained from cl(F ), cl(F ′) and a collection of
2-spheres with holes (arranged in a row) connecting them and attached to each other along
a boundary component via maps of degree ±1,±2 or a fake surface obtained from cl(F ),
a collection of 2-spheres with holes distributed along S and attached to each other as above
and a similar collection of 2-spheres with holes arranged in a row and connecting this
circuit along S to cl(F ). The first case is ruled out, since in that situation one can check
that H1(X) Z ⊕ Z, which is a contradiction.
The other possibility is that the graph L contained exactly two independent cycles (i.e.,
L/T ∼= S1 ∨ S1) realized by simple closed curves S,S′ ⊂ X whence the homotopy type of
X would then be represented by a fake surface obtained from two collections of 2-spheres
with holes distributed along the curves S and S′ respectively, and attached one to the next
along a boundary component via maps of degree ±1,±2. In case the two cycles in L were
disjoint then there would be a third collection of 2-spheres with holes arranged in a row
and connecting the circuits along the curves S,S′. Otherwise, the circuits along S and S′
share those 2-spheres with holes whose interior meets both S and S′.
3. Proof of the main result
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. We start with part (a), say F = 〈t; tn〉. Let G0,G1 ∈ C together
with monomorphisms ϕi :F → Gi (i = 0,1), and denote by H = G0 ∗F G1 the corre-
sponding amalgamated free product. Let X0,X1 ∈ P be (triangulated) fake surfaces with
π1(Xi) ∼= Gi , and fi :S1 → Xi be p.l. maps such that Imfi∗ ⊆ π1(Xi) corresponds to the
subgroup Imϕi ⊆ Gi , i = 0,1. We take the 2-polyhedron Y ′ = D2 ∪h S1, with h : ∂D2 →
S1 a map of degree n, and consider the adjunction spaces Y = (S1 × I ) ∪S1×{1/2} Y ′
(homotopy equivalent to Y ′) and Z = Y ∪f0×{0}∪f1×{1} (X0 unionsq X1). Observe that Z is
a 2-polyhedron with fundamental group π1(Z) ∼= H (by Van Kampen’s theorem), and
whose subgraph ΓZ of edges of order  3 consists of the union of (ΓX0 ∪ Imf0) and
(ΓX1 ∪ Imf1), together with S1 × {1/2} ⊂ Y in case n 3. Let Z˜ be the universal cover
of Z with covering map p : Z˜ → Z. Then, p−1(Xi) consists of a disjoint union of copies
of the universal cover X˜i of Xi since the inclusion Xi ↪→ Z induces a monomorphism
Gi ↪→H between the fundamental groups, i = 0,1. On the other hand, the universal cover
Y˜ ′ of Y ′ consists of a collection of n disks attached along their boundary via a map of
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Observe that each component of p−1(Y ) contains a product S1 × I . Thus, Z˜ is constructed
from p−1(Y ) and a collection of copies of X˜0 and X˜1, by gluing each S1 × {i} ⊂ p−1(Y )
to a copy of X˜i via liftings f˜i :S1 × {i} → X˜i of the maps fi , i = 0,1.
Let i = 0 or 1. The proof of [10, Theorem 1.2] shows that there is a compact 2-
polyhedron Ki ⊃ Xi with π1(Ki) ∼= π1(X1), and whose universal cover K˜i is proper
homotopy equivalent to a locally compact 2-polyhedron Wi which thickens to a (non-
compact) orientable 3-manifold, according to Theorem 2.2. The polyhedron Ki is con-
structed as follows. Let L˜j ⊂ ΓX˜i ⊂ X˜i be a compact connected component, with the
property that it separates a regular neighborhood N˜j of it in X˜i into two components, as
it happens in Remark 2.9(c). Let S˜1, S˜2 denote the boundary components of N˜j . We build
Ki from Xi by attaching 2-cells along Sk = p(S˜k), k = 1,2, via attaching maps of degree
nk , where nk is the order of the element of π1(Xi) determined by Sk . The polyhedron
Wi , proper homotopy equivalent to K˜i , may be seen as the polyhedron obtained from K˜i
by replacing the regular neighborhoods N˜j (which are mapping cylinders) with cylinders
S1 × I . Thus, cl(X˜i −⋃j N˜j ) is still a subpolyhedron of Wi . Note that every component
of the subgraph ΓWi ⊂ Wi of edges of order  3 has now a trivial T ∗-bundle over it in Wi .
Given K0 and K1 obtained from X0 and X1 respectively by the method just described,
consider the adjunction complex K = Y ∪f0×{0}∪f1×{1} ∪ (K0 unionsq K1) ⊃ Z with π1(K) ∼=
H . The universal cover K˜ of K is obtained from p−1(Y ) and a collection of copies of
K˜0 and K˜1, by gluing each S1 × {i} ⊂ p−1(Y ) to a copy of K˜i via the maps f˜ :S1 ×
{i} → X˜i ⊂ K˜i , i = 0,1. For each copy of K˜i in K˜ (i = 0,1), we take one of the maps
f˜i :S
1 × {i} → K˜i and homotope it (within K˜i ) to an embedding gi :S1 × {i} → K˜i so
that Imgi is sufficiently small and it is contained in the “surface part” K˜i − ΓK˜i of the
simply connected 2-polyhedron K˜i , and we do this equivariantly using the action of Gi
on K˜i . Since this action is properly discontinuous, the collection of all these homotopies
gives rise to a proper homotopy equivalence between K˜ and a new 2-polyhedron, still
denoted by K˜ , obtained from p1(Y ) and a collection of copies of K˜0 and K˜1 by gluing
each S1 × {i} ⊂ p−1(Y ) to a copy of K˜i via the new maps gi , which are embeddings
satisfying the property that Imgi is contained in the surface part of K˜i and it is not the
centerline of any Möbius band. This way, we can replace in the new polyhedron K˜ each
copy of K˜i with the corresponding 2-polyhedron Wi described above without changing the
image of the maps gi , so as to get a new 2-polyhedron W (proper homotopy equivalent to
K˜) which is constructed from p−1(Y ) and a collection of copies of W0 and W1, by gluing
each S1 ×{i} ⊂ p−1(Y ) to a copy of Wi via the maps gi . It will suffice then to show that W
thickens to an (orientable) 3-manifold. For this, note that each component of the subgraph
ΓW ⊂ W of edges of order 3 is either a circle or a line, and it has a trivial T ∗-bundle over
it in W , by construction. Hence, W thickens to an orientable 3-manifold, by Remark 2.5.
Also, observe that the argument used in the proof of [10, Theorem 1.2] to show that each
of the Wis thickens to an orientable 3-manifold also applies to W .
In the case of an HNN-extension H = G∗F (with monomorphisms ψi :F → G,
i = 0,1), let X ∈ P be a (triangulated) fake surface with π1(X) ∼= G, and fi :S1 → X
(i = 0,1) be p.l. maps so that Imfi∗ ⊆ π1(X) corresponds to the subgroup Imψi ⊆ G.
Let Y be the 2-polyhedron constructed as above and consider the adjunction space Z =
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above.
For part (b), suppose F is infinite (i.e., F ∼= Z). Let G0,G1 ∈ C together with monomor-
phisms ϕi : Z → Gi (i = 0,1), and denote by H = G0 ∗Z G1 the corresponding amalga-
mated free product. Let X0,X1 ∈ P be (triangulated) fake surfaces with π1(Xi) ∼= Gi ,
and fi :S1 → Xi be nice p.l. embeddings inducing the monomorphisms ϕi . Consider the
polyhedron obtained as the adjunction space Z = (S1 × I ) ∪f0×{0}∪f1×{1} (X0 unionsqX1) with
fundamental group π1(Z) ∼= H , and whose subgraph ΓZ of edges of order  3 consists of
the union of (ΓX0 ∪ Imf0) and (ΓX ∪ Imf1). Let Z˜ be the universal cover of Z with cov-
ering map p : Z˜ →Z. Then, p−1(Xi) consists of a disjoint union of copies of the universal
cover X˜i of Xi , since the inclusion Xi ↪→ Z induces a monomorphism Gi ↪→ H between
the fundamental groups, i = 0,1. On the other hand, p−1(S1 × I ) consists of a disjoint
union of copies of R × I , since the embeddings S1 fi→ Xi ↪→ Z induce monomorphisms
between the fundamental groups. Thus, Z˜ is constructed from a collection of copies of X˜0
and X˜1, and a collection of copies of R × I by gluing R × {i} to a copy of X˜i via liftings
f˜i : R × {i} → X˜i of the maps fi , i = 0,1. As in part (a), we denote by K the adjunction
space K = (S1 × I ) ∪f0×{0}∪f1×{1} (K0 unionsq K1) ⊃ Z with π1(K) ∼= π1(Z). The universal
cover K˜ is again obtained from a collection of copies of K˜0 and K˜1 and a collection of
copies of R×I , by gluing each R×{i} to a copy of K˜i via the maps f˜i : R×{i} → X˜i ⊂ K˜i ,
i = 0,1. We will manipulate the universal cover K˜ within its proper homotopy type so as
to get a new polyhedron which thickens to an (orientable) 3-manifold.
We can alter locally each of the maps fi :S1 → Xi ⊂ Ki within its homotopy class
so as to satisfy the property that Imfi is “transverse” to ΓKi , i.e., Imfi ∩ ΓKi is a finite
set of vertices, so that for every vertex x ∈ Imfi ∩ ΓKi there is a small arc in S1 about
f−1i (x) whose image in Xi goes across a (small) T ∗-bundle Nj in Ki over the component
Lj ⊂ ΓKi containing x and it intersects more than one component of Nj −Lj . Notice that
each copy of K˜i in K˜ can be replaced with a copy of the 2-polyhedron Wi (described in
(a)) without changing the image of the new liftings f˜i .
Since the original embeddings fi were nice (see Definition 1.1), the liftings f˜i satisfy
the property that for every component C ⊂ ΓK˜i with Im f˜i ∩ C = ∅ and a regular neigh-
borhood N of C in K˜i , Im f˜i always meets the same two components of N −C. Next, we
replace each copy of K˜i in K˜ with a copy of the polyhedron Wi (described above). Thus,
we get a new polyhedron W (proper homotopy equivalent to K˜) which is constructed from
a collection of copies of W0 and W1 and a collection of copies of R × I , by gluing each
R × {i} to a copy of Wi via the maps f˜i .
Note that the subgraph ΓW ⊂ W of edges of order  3 consists of a disjoint union of
copies of ΓWi ⊂ Wi (i = 0,1) together with the image in each Wi of all the liftings f˜i ,
where each component C ⊂ ΓWi is either a circle or a line always having a trivial T ∗-
bundle over it in Wi . As in part (a), it will suffice to prove the following
Lemma 3.1. The polyhedron W does not contain a union of a Möbius band with an annulus
(with one of its boundary components attached to the middle circle of the Möbius band),
and hence W thickens to an orientable 3-manifold.
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in W a T -bundle over J consisting of a union of a Möbius band with an annulus, and let
Φ be a family of embeddings on W (as in Definition 2.1). Then, [ωΦ ] = 0 in H 1(ΓW ;Z2)
by Theorem 2.2 and Remark 2.5; moreover, one has [ωΦ |J ] = 0 in H 1(ΓW ;Z2) as
well. Observe that J must be contained in some Wi0 and it must be J ∩ ΓWi0 = ∅,
by Lemma 2.11. Let S1, . . . , Sk ⊂ ΓWi0 be those connected components intersecting J
and choose edge paths γi ⊂ Si so that if J meets a component F of Wi0 − ΓWi0 then
JF = (J ∩ cl(F )) ∪ ⋃γi⊂cl(F ) γi is a simple closed edge path contained in cl(F ) and
ωΦ |J = ∑J∩F =∅ ωΦ |JF ∈ C1(ΓW ;Z2), whence [ωΦ |JF ] = 0 in H 1(ΓW ;Z2) for some
JF which must be the centerline of a Möbius band in W , which is not possible. For this
claim, let f˜i0, f˜ ′i0 : R × {i0} → K˜i0 be liftings of fi0 and γk1 ⊂ Sk1 , γk2 ⊂ Sk2 be edge
paths (as above) so that JF ⊂ Im f˜i0 ∪ Im f˜ ′i0 ∪ γk1 ∪ γk2 . Let Nk1 , Nk2 be T -bundles over
Sk1, Sk2 ⊂ ΓWi0 in Wi0 . Since the original embeddings fi :S1 → Xi (i = 0,1) were nice,
Im f˜i0 and Im f˜ ′i0 intersect the same sheets of Nk1 and Nk2 , and hence one can check that
JF cannot be the centerline of a Möbius band in W . 
In the case of an HNN-extension H = G∗Z (with monomorphisms ψi : Z → G, i =
0,1), let X ∈ P be a (triangulated) fake surface with π1(X) ∼= G, and f0, f1 :S1 → X be
a nice pair of disjoint p.l. embeddings realizing the monomorphisms ψ0,ψ1 (see Defini-
tion 1.1). Consider the adjunction space Z = (S1 × I )∪f0×{0}∪f1×{1} X, with π1(Z) ∼= H .
Then, the proof of Theorem 1.2(c) just mimics that of part (b) above. 
Remark 3.2. Note that Theorem 1.2 already produces properly 3-realizable groups which
are not in C. As an example, consider the group H with presentation 〈x, y, a, t;xyx−1y−1,
axa−1x−2, tyt−1y−2〉 which is an amalgamated free product of the form G0 ∗Z Gi ,
where G0,G1 ∈ C are described as follows. The group G1 is the Baumslag–Solitar group
〈a, b;aba−1b−2〉 from Proposition 2.13(c), and G0 is an HNN-extension (Z ⊕ Z)∗Z with
presentation 〈x, y, t;xyx−1y−1, tyt−1y−2〉. Fig. 2 shows a fake surface in P having G0
as fundamental group.
Fig. 2.
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generators x and b. It is easy to check that we are under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2(b),
and hence H is properly 3-realizable. Moreover, one can also check that the group H
cannot be obtained as the fundamental group of a fake surface in P , according to the
instructions given in Remark 2.17, whence H /∈ C. On the other hand, since H contains the
Baumslag–Solitar group G1 as a subgroup and the latter is not a 3-manifold group, then H
itself is not a 3-manifold group, by covering space theory arguments.
The above remark provides with an example of a properly 3-realizable group for which
points of type III cannot be avoided. This example partly justifies the mixture of algebraic
and geometric hypothesis in Theorem 1.2. Given the purely geometric nature of the defini-
tion of properly 3-realizable groups (and hence of complicated algebraic nature), it should
not be surprising that, for now, many properties of these groups seem to be better encoded
as geometric statement rather than as a list of algebraic properties still to be pinned down.
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